Knowing the expected arrival time at a particular state, also known as the mean first passage time (MFPT ), often plays an important role for a large class of random walkers in their respective state-spaces. Contrasting to ideal conditions required by recent advancements on MFPT estimations, many naturally occurring random walkers encounter inhomogeneity of transport characteristics in the networks they walk on. This paper presents a heuristic method to divide an inhomogeneous network into homogeneous network primitives (NPs) optimized using particle swarm optimizer, and to use a 'hop-wise' MFPT calculation method. This methodology's potential is demonstrated through simulated random walks and with a case study using the dataset of past cyclone tracks over the North Atlantic ocean. Parallel processing was used to increase calculation efficiency. The predictions using the proposed method is compared to real data averages and predictions assuming homogeneous transport properties.
Introduction
The significant role played by first encounters have made calculating the mean first passage time (MFPT) of great importance in numerous real world dynamic systems that can be modeled as random walks [1, 2] . From exchange rate fluctuations [3] , through natural disaster propagation [4, 5] , to the propaga-5 tion of gossip [6] , the MFPT to reach some special target state gives important information of the performance of the system. For this reason, random walks have been studied extensively for decades on one dimensional state space [7, 8] , regular lattices, fractal networks, and many other specialized networks [9] . Current work on MFPT prediction has advanced to finding efficient and accurate 10 methods for random walks on a range of networks including those on complex scale invariant media [10] , fractals [11] , self-similar networks [12, 13] , scale-free networks [14, 15] , and as lévy flights [16, 10] .
Many prediction models have considered network nodes as well-mixed homogeneous populations [17, 18, 19, 6] . Although many methods produce ex-15 cellent results on estimating MFPT on different types of networks, a common requirement is that all nodes in the network are homogeneous in some transport properties that are used in MFPT calculations. In other words, the properties of the network and the random walker need to be length-scale invariant [20] . Some examples of transport properties used in MFPT calculations are the spec- 20 tral dimension (ds [21] ) as used in [22] , and fractal dimension (df ) and walk dimension (dw) as used in [10] . Therefore to use these methods, the transport properties used in MFPT calculations need to be the same at all parts of the network.
However, networks showing strong spatial variability in transport properties 25 have been proven to represent a considerable portion of real world systems; both man-made and natural [9] . Random walks are among the basic stochastic processes which are affected by inhomogeneity of a network. Some simple real world examples of inhomogeneous networks are the atmosphere on which a cyclone would travel through, a terrain on which flood will propagate through, 30 an area where fire will spread through, the density distribution of people through which a disease will spread or even the path a piece of gossip will travel. Further applications are found where the state of a dynamic system is expressed in terms of dimensions apart from the Cartesian spatial changes as per the above examples. For example, if the discrete state transitions of a rimless wheel rolling 35 down a ramp is observed with respect to the temporal value of its angular velocity, a random walk can be observed on the return-map-space of angular velocity [23] which is inhomogeneous since the statistics of visiting nodes are not evenly distributed.
In the real world, the networks representing the mobility pattern of individ- 40 uals among different subpopulations are in many cases highly inhomogeneous [17] . The authors of [24] have shown that inhomogeneous networks are more vulnerable to iterative path attacks and have shown in [25] how epidemic spreading is dependent on network homogeneity. In [26] and [27] , network capacity is shown to decrease with network inhomogeneity. In animal motion it has been 45 shown that the calculation for expected time needed for a predator to locate small patches of prey in a 2-D landscape has two components; random and directed [28] . Although animal motion itself is isotropic but possibly spatially inhomogeneous due to inhomogeneity in landscape. Random walks in all these scenarios will go through different portions of a network where the network itself 50 will behave in such different ways making the estimation of arrival time at a given destination extremely difficult to calculate as a whole.
Network inhomogeneity could arise from the mere design the network was made for. Nevertheless, this inhomogeneity affects the many stochastic processes which occur on the network such as random walks. Although network 55 inhomogeneity generally increases the network analysis and design complexity, many advantages have also been identified. The authors in [29] show that a spatially inhomogeneous search can indeed significantly enhance the rate of arrival at the target. They have shown that in optimal inhomogeneous search heading directly towards the target.
Network inhomogeneity has been defined in various ways in literature. The most common definition is the inhomogeneity in terms of node degree distribution [30, 31, 9, 26] . One of the most common such network type that is studied in literature is the scale free (SF) networks [32] which show a power-law degree 65 distribution [9, 24] . Since in this paper we focus on developing generic methods to estimate MFPT of random walks, we define network inhomogeneity as the spatial inhomogeneity in transport properties (e.g. df as a metric of node density, dw as a metric of the ease of propagation) experienced by a random walker on that network. 70 
Current trends in MFPT estimation in inhomogeneous networks
Much effort has been made on analyzing basic properties of random walks on inhomogeneous networks such as small-world type [18] and SF networks [31] .
The findings in [33] show that the MFPT depends on source-target distance and ferences of these properties when the networks show non-compact explorations as opposed to compact explorations [34] . The transit and commute times tend to diverge when the network consists of more than one cluster because the graphs are not connected according to [31] where a method to estimate MFPT on Erdös-Renyi random graph has been presented.
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Most of these methods which address the question of estimating MFPT for random walks on inhomogeneous networks provide a global result which is the average of MFPT over a set of starting points distributed uniformly over all the other nodes of the graph [29, 9] . And a large focus has been set on SF networks [29] . The reason being that there are a considerable class of networks which 85 satisfy the SF condition. However, the focus of this paper is on developing generic methods of estimating the MFPT for random walks on networks that are inhomogeneous in transport properties and which are not necessarily SF.
Using the knowledge that many inhomogeneous networks commonly include frequent homogeneous patches (e.g. fuel distributions for fire propagation, dis-90 tribution of cities for disease propagation, etc.), it is understood that if it is possible to divide the network into portions where all nodes within that sub-network have (approximately) similar transport properties for MFPT calculations, the complexity of the problem can reduce considerably as MFPT prediction between any two points within such network portion would be straight forward 95 using methods such as that presented in [10] . In our previous work in [35, 36] we have presented a method of reducing the calculation complexity for inhomogeneous networks by dividing the problem of predicting flood propagation through identifying 'Geographic Primitives' based on the terrain slope profile.
In this paper, a somewhat different approach is taken following a more generic 100 method to identify portions of a network with homogeneous transport properties of a random walk on that network. Then we present a method to calculate the MFPT between any source and target pair using a 'hop-wise' calculation approach and using an extension of a powerful method from [10] to calculate MFPT for each 'hop'. The next section discusses methods of partitioning an 105 6 inhomogeneous network for the purpose of MFPT calculation.
Network partitioning
At this point the importance in dividing the problem into simpler portions was identified: that is to follow a divide-and-conquer method to reduce the complexity of the problem. The next question is which properties of a network 110 should be considered when trying to divide the network. There were numerous ways in which the network could be divided by. The work in [29] has considered the network as two concentric regions with piece-wise constant diffusivity. Ferguson et. al. has shown in [37] many ways in which an inhomogeneous network can be looked at in terms of epidemic transmission. The first and the most ba-115 sic method is to assume homogeneous mixing. However, this suppresses many features of the transmission and does not give adequate intelligence of the system. The first method of network division proposed was by age/social structure to account for different probabilities of contact between these subgroups. The next was to identify a static network structure. But this has been shown to 120 be difficult if not impossible for many systems [18] . The fourth method is to identify homogeneous patches in the network. Such patch, or a subpopulation is generally a natural unit of study. Although deterministic models which give exact solutions provide rapid simulations it is extremely important to account for stochasticity in transmission events [37] .
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This paper follows the patch identification method to divide the network with the requirement that patches remain homogeneous. We propose that if we divide the network into patches homogeneous in the transport properties that are used to calculate MFPT within a patch, that would be a viable solution for calculating MFPT for random walks in networks that are inhomogeneous in is presented in Section 3 and Section 4 concludes the paper. All abbreviations and acronyms used in this paper are summarized in Table 1 and the common notation, symbols and variables are presented in Table 2 .
Methodology

Network Primitives (NPs) 150
In the context of transport property based MFPT calculations for an inhomogeneous node distribution, an NP can be defined as follows:
An NP (N) is defined as a subset cluster within a network with ν governing transport variables where ∀ υ ⊆ In other words an NP is a patch within a network showing homogeneous transport properties. All nodes of an NP share same values for every transport dimension d i where i = 1, 2, . . . , ν.
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For this paper, we follow a powerful method presented in [10] , that is able to estimate the MFPT in complex scale-invariant media, to calculate MFPT within each NP patch. Therefore, we propose a method to identify network primitives based on the transport properties df and dw (which will be discussed in details later) to identify NPs for inhomogeneous random walks. Such an NP 165 would therefore be a subset of network nodes where the transport properties df and dw are common at each node.
MFPT prediction in homogeneous node distributions
In this paper we use the method presented in [10] to calculate the MFPT within a given NP. We propose this method suitable for calculating MFPT 170 between any source-target pair within an NP (where transport properties are homogeneous). In other words this method will be used to calculate MFPT in one 'hop' in the inhomogeneous network. An extension of this method which address directional bias existing in some networks is included in Supplementary Information Section S2 for completeness. We will now summarize the method 175 from [10] for the use in hop-wise prediction.
This method makes it possible to estimate the MFPT to reach any target state starting from any source state given that the transport properties are shared for all nodes through which the random walker would traverse through.
The coupled properties of the network (state space) and the random walker 180 (system) are described using two transport properties df and dw. These two transport properties have been used in many MFPT estimation and network analysis methods found in literature [38, 10, 34, 11, 39, 40] .
The df is a measure of the reachability of nodes for the walker and expressed in terms of the density of nodes in a network. It is commonly calculated using
where df gives the rate at which the number of nodes (N ) increases with distance r from the source node at which df is calculated [10, 34, 39] . In the case of a network being continuous euclidean state space (i.e. when the random walker can take any position in a continuous state space), df follows the dimension of the state space. The other transport property important in estimating MFPT is a measure of the ease with which the walker can move away from the source. This is measured in terms of dw which, for an unbiased network is calculated using
where t exit is the exit time for a random walker to reach a sphere of radius r from the source [38, 34, 39] . In other words, dw is the rate at which the random 185 walker moves away from the source node. For a scale-free network this is the fractal dimension of the structure formed by the random walk.
A powerful method to calculate MFPT using the relative values for df and dw for a network [34] is presented in [10] where for a length-scale-invariant network, the MFPT can be obtained using
where N is the number of nodes, ∼ indicates large N asymptotic equivalence and Given the distribution of df and dw (or dw b ) for all nodes in a network, the next question is how to identify NPs such that MFPT calculation over several NP's is possible. One main requirement is that every node in the network 195 should belong to an NP. It is also understood that the smaller the NP's are, the higher the complexity of calculation would become. Therefore, an aim in NP identification should always be to identify NPs to be as large as possible. The next sections outline the NP identification process for a hop-wise estimation of MFPT in inhomogeneous media. 200 
Hop-wise estimation
Getting back to the bigger picture, the final output of the calculation should be predicting the MFPT for a random walker initially at source S to reach a known target T , irrespective of which NPs the S and T belongs to. A hopwise calculation approach is adapted to make this possible. Figure 1 shows a network divided into 15 NPs on which a random walk takes place. Since any given random walk from S to T crosses many NP boundaries, first passage time calculation for that particular path can be broken down to n number of hops as shown in Fig. 1(a) . This is possible because MFPT for any one hop can be calculated using the method described earlier. The MFPT for that particular hop sequence can be obtained from:
where T i is the MFPT to reach the NP exit point at the i th hop. In a real prediction scenario, as there would be many possible exit points for a random walker to leave its current NP, the hop-wise prediction is done using parallel processing of many exit points weighed by a probability density distribution 205 (P DD ) which is covered in detail later in the paper (Section 2.5.5 and Fig. 8 ).
The final prediction of MFPT would be
where p is the number of alternate paths considered and w i is the probability of path i which is calculated from the training dataset as will be discussed later in the chapter.
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Identifying NPs to be convex in shape greatly reduces the complexity of the hop-wise estimation by reducing multiple cross-over points between two adjacent NPs for any given hop, and eliminating enclosed NPs and possible infinite loops in calculation. The next section discusses the steps followed in developing an algorithm to identify NPs such that the following aims (as summarized below) 215 are achieved.
• All nodes belonging to any given NP should be homogeneous in df and dw values (having a standard deviation below a given threshold).
Longitude (°)
-100 -80 -60 - 40 -20 Latitude (°) • Every node should belong to one and only one NP (total coverage and no
At this point the NPs are limited to be 220 non-overlapping to reduce the complexity of identifying NP exit points.
• NPs should be convex (for unique exit points per hop).
• It is desirable to have larger NPs (to reduce calculation complexity).
The following sections detail the steps followed in identifying NPs taking a generic two dimensional node distribution. Nevertheless, these concepts are 225 applicable to networks of higher dimensions as will be discussed later in the paper.
In order to describe the NP identification process described in the next section, a hypothetical 2D node distribution is introduced; hereafter called 'network Y ' (Fig. 2 ). For simulated random walks, since df and dw calculations 230 are sensitive to the edges of the considered portion of the network (with non absorbing boundaries), a margin around this network section is considered in the calculations (Fig. 2(a) ). The transport properties for this generic discrete 2D network are calculated at each node similar to the calculation in the ho- 
Identifying Network Primitives (NPs)
Given the distributions of df and dw, the next step of the process is iden-250 tifying the different hypotheses that exists as 'NP types' in a given network and which type each node is of. A hypothesis or NP type is a type of pre- properties. The NP identification process is how these patches can be identified.
GMM technique is often used for data clustering when clusters are of different sizes and correlation [42] . It is a parametric probability density function represented as a weighted sum of Gaussian component densities [41, 43] . GMM For network Y (η=4), the hypotheses are defined as H 1 : H 4 . The NP type at each node was calculated using the following steps. 
2. Calculate likelihood of each node belonging to each hypothesis given the df and dw at each node. (Denoted as P (H i |dw) and P (H i |df
3. Get joint probability for H 1 : H η at each node. This is obtained by element-wise multiplication of the above likelihood matrices.
4. Use Maximum A'Posteriori (MAP) estimate at each node to identify which hypothesis each node is most likely to be of.
The resulting NP type distribution for network Y (i.e H)is shown in Fig. 4(a) and the next stage of the hop-wise estimation process is clustering the nodes of the same NP type into separate NPs. Following the set of aims of NPs described earlier, a heuristic approach was chosen to identify NPs where the nodes of the same NP type are initially clustered into ellipses and then optimized using self- 
Manual demarcation
In the initial stage, the simplest approach of clustering nodes was by manually drawing ellipses over a visual graph ( Fig. 4(b) ) of the network in order to identify patches of nodes of similar NP types together. This gives a basis for generating the initial population to work on to optimize the NP demarca-300 tion. Ellipses are identified by (center(x,y), major axes length, eccentricity, and orientation). Figure 4(b) shows the manually selected ellipses for network Y .
Self-organizing Hierarchical Particle Swarm Optimization (HPSO) for optimizing elliptical NPs
Starting with the initial few roughly sketched ellipses, it was required that 305 these clusters were optimized. For this we selected Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method. It is a population-based, self-adaptive search optimization technique introduced in 1995 by Kennedy and Eberhart [46] . A population of particles (defined by the dimensions) are allowed to move around the searchspace until it converges to an optimal solution. With both cognitive and social 310 components, PSO has been known to converge to a reasonably good solution very quickly [47, 45] . As there are many networks where the network connectivity pattern and the random walk process dynamics are unfolding on the same time scale [48, 49] , the quick optimization process of PSO is useful when net- stagnating at suboptimal solutions [45] .
In identifying NP's, HPSO was used to optimize these ellipses to maximize a reward function concerning coverage, overlap and uniformity. The optimization was done in two phases with the first phase restricting the movement of the ellipse centers and the number of ellipses. And the second phase was developed 320 to optimize on the uniform coverage. These phases are described in detail below.
Phase I:
The centers and the ellipse numbers were kept fixed in this phase and the variables were the length of major axis, eccentricity and orientation of each of 
Algorithm 1 (HPSO in Phase I) begin
Initialize population of N particles
..X majM , X eccM , X oriM ] Position vector for 1st The fitness for each of the N N N particles are calculated for phase I as
where f 0I (x i ) is the fitness of the i th particle (x i ) , The reward function for this phase was
where R IS was the reward for individual NP sizes. The weights of the indi- interlaced iterations were used to identify and delete ellipses smaller than a fixed lower limit. Iteration outputs for optimization phase II for network Y shown in Fig. 4(f) and Fig. 4(e) gives the individual and total reward functions (f oII ) with respect to iterations. 
Final demarcation of NPs using Voronoi regions
The ellipse set resulting from HPSO consists of ellipses of considerable size and ones which, if considered as individual NPs are very small and will increase the MFPT estimation complexity largely. Therefore to be practical in real-time 420 computation, the resultant set of elliptical NPs are divided into two groups depending on their coverage areas. The threshold is taken as having a major axis at least three times the rate of spread. This was done in the sense that if the walker is able to reach the furthermost end of the primitive in less than three steps, such NPs are considered inefficient by increasing calculation complexity.
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Nodes within ellipses such as these were merged into the NPs closest to them.
The centers of gravity for larger ellipses were adjusted by a weighted average with the positions of added clusters.
Finally the total continuous area was divided into convex NPs using the centers of gravity for the remaining ellipses as centers of Voronoi regions. The Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 6 changing with location.
Transport Properties for case study
The state space of the selected set of random walkers is a continuous two-495 dimensional Euclidean space (i.e. the eye of the cyclone can take any position within the continuous state space) and therefore df is obtained straight forward as equal to 2 from the dimensions of the state space. Using the dataset of cyclones between 1950-2012 as the training dataset, dw was calculated using equation (2) following Algorithm S1 in the Supplementary Information. When 500 calculating dw at different points in the state space, it was observed that the values vary considerably throughout the considered area (i.e. state space). In order to get the distribution of dw, the area was divided into a grid-world and used the datasets of cyclones originating from each grid cell to calculate dw with 25 respect to direction. 505 
NP identification
Similar to network Y , the dw and df profiles were used to get the NP type / hypothesis at each location. Due to the network being continuous, it was required to use the above mentioned grid-world to NP type identification. Also due to the state space being continuous, the df remained constant for every point 510 in the state space and therefore it was only required to identify hypotheses for dw, as it was the only variable transport property of importance for the calculation. Similar to network Y , the dw profile used for NP type selection was composed of dw in the direction of maximum bias (Supplementary information section S2).
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As the NP Types were only dependent on dw for this example, hypothesis identification was done manually by observing the dw distribution. Four hypotheses were identified from this distribution which fixed the NP type set at η = 4. The point-wise NP type distribution is shown in Fig. 7(b) . NP identification process for this case study follows the procedure explained with the in a single attempt, when the network is divided into patches with different characteristics, the paths a walker would take in the next 'hop' differ largely depending on the exit point of the previous NP. Therefore, it was required that multiple exit points were selected for each starting points within the current NP. This as a result will increase the calculations exponentially with each 'hop'.
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The scalability of the proposed methods will be discussed later using calculation complexities.
The first step in the hop-wise estimation is selecting the exit points for each NP the walker enters (given that the final target point T , is not inside the NP the walker enters). There is one assumption in this hop-wise MFPT 545 calculation that if the random walks are directionally biased, there are no loops in the bias. If that was the case, the calculation would crash in an infinite loop until the maximum hops are reached. Although it is possible to extend the calculation to include this case, due to the limitation of computational resources, this assumption is enforced as a limitation to the number of hops.
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Alternatively, the limit could be enforced as a limitation to the variation of MFPT with additional iterations.
In getting the actual exit points for a random walker to move out of its current NP, it is straight forward for a discrete network by selecting the set of nodes closest to the boundary of the NP. When the network is continuous, 555 it was required to find a discrete number of exit points from the current NP.
This number is a compromise between the required precision and the affordable computational complexity. In the case study with directionally biased random walks, in order maximize the utilization of knowledge encapsulated in transport variables calculated from previous data, an exit point was used for each angle 560 segment transport variables are pre-calculated for (Φ) and which are within the probabilistic region. In order to get the possible exit angle segment imposed by the network bias, this bias direction is the most common exit direction from the NP. If the bias intensity is also known, the size of the angle segment of 28 possible exit points can also be calculated. Without a loss of generality, an 565 angle segment of φ was chosen around the bias direction with 95% confidence interval that random walkers in that NP would exit through. This was obtained from the training dataset used in getting the transport variables. This process is not necessary for isotropic random walks.
Probabilistic path selection 570
In the existence of directional bias, whichever method was used to get the set of transit/exit points for the random walker from its current NP, it is inherent in its biased motion that it is more likely that some paths are taken than others.
The probability of exiting through a node directly in the direction of bias is more likely than in other directions. Therefore, probability of path selection 575 obtained from past data, is integrated into the hop-wise MFPT prediction.
For any random walk, the probability of any given random path being the actual random walk is the joint probability along the hops of that path. Thus, the final MFPT estimation is an average MFPT weighted by the probability of that particular path.
580 Figure 8 shows a few examples of the selected hop 'branches' for a selected source and target set for up to three hops. It is worth noting that the plots are not random walks but rather the connectivity of a few calculation hops of random walks. Referring back, Fig. 1 showed one such path.
Parallel processing in Hop-wise MFPT prediction 585
As described earlier, one drawback in the hop-wise MFPT prediction is that it needs to consider many alternate paths of a single random walk depending on transit points between NPs. This increases the computations required exponentially with each NP interface a random walker needs to cross in order to reach the target point. This makes computational resources a bottleneck for 590 the estimation. But an important factor in this calculation is that although multiple paths of a single random walker has to be considered, these multiple paths are independent of each other because in reality although multiple paths where n is the total number of dimensions of each particle and h is the maximum number of hops considered. Therefore with scaling in terms of higher dimension random walks, the real time computational complexity will not be effected.
However, in obtaining df and dw distributions, the calculation complexity will exponentially increase with dimensions of the state space. Yet, the computa- was limited to h max = 20 as the results generally converged by 10 hops. Figure   9 shows the MFPT prediction for ten (S,T ) pairs with respect to the number of hops considered (here the branches which have not yet reached the target are considered as misses). The (S, T ) pairs are the same as the ten cases presented in Table 3 . It can be concluded that after 20 hops, any walkers which have
670 not yet reached the target have indeed missed it as the probability of returning against the bias path is extremely low (given that there are no loops in the bias vector field as in this example). If there were loops in the bias vector field, convergence would be delayed. Table 3 for the cyclone dataset. The convergence of the iterative MFPT estimation is observed.
Results and Discussion
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Comparisons were made for hop-wise calculations to real data and predictions assuming homogeneous transport properties for many (S,T ) pairs using methods from [10] .Comparisons were done with only larger distances between S and T where the hop-wise calculation made sense (for S and T to be in different NPs). Currently 120 h is the maximum lead time official forecasts can provide 680 for cyclone tracks. Ten comparisons are presented in Table 3 and from this it is shown that breaking the problem into NPs reduces the average error from 18.8% to 5.4% with respect to the homogeneous network assumption, but at the cost of 12 times increase in processing time required. However, this increase in processing time is subjective and the importance changes with the applica-685 tion. For example, in the cyclone track dataset, new data points were available every 6 hours and the increase in processing time was in the order of one or two minuets does not make any difference. It was also noted that the processing time was dependent on the resolutions used. Figure 9 presents the MFPT convergence rate with the number of calculation 'hops'. It can be observed that 690 with the increase of the number of hops required to reach the target, the effect the path has on the final MFPT reduces. All simulations and calculations in this paper were done using MATLAB coding on an Intel core TM i7-4770 CPU with 16 GB available RAM. In conclusion, while requiring more computational power, breaking the problem of MFPT estimation on an inhomogeneous net-695 work by dividing the network using the concept of Network Primitives increases the estimation accuracy considerably.
Conclusions
This paper investigated the possibility of estimating MFPT between any given source target pair for a random walker in media which is inhomogeneous Table 3 : Comparisons of MFPT predictions with actual average FPTs for the dataset of past cyclone tracks over the NA ocean discussed in section 2.5.1. A set of 10 source and target sets are presented to compare the average FPTs with the hop-wise prediction proposed in this paper, and with the predictions obtained using methods discussed in Section 2.2 assuming homogeneous transport properties. It is shown that breaking the problem into NPs using the proposed methods reduces the average error from 18.8% to 5.4% with respect to the homogeneous network assumption. dw). An algorithm was developed to identify convex NPs for a 2D node distributions which was optimized using HPSO. This can be extended to higher dimensions with the use of higher dimension ellipsoids and Voronoi regions.
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Parallel processing computation methods were adapted to improve on the realtime calculation efficiency. The methods are described initially with simulated random walks on a hypothetical 2D discrete node distribution and then using the dataset of past cyclone tracks over the North Atlantic Ocean. The methods were verified by comparing results with real data and estimations assuming 710 homogeneous transport properties. Comparison results showed a 3.5 times less error with the proposed hop-wise approach. One limitation with the method is that when there is zero prior knowledge of random walks in an NP in some direction, this method cannot be used to predict for that direction (as no transport variables can be calculated). However, for the example of predicting MFPT 715 for cyclone motion, future work could include using simulated data by physical modeling of the complex processes governing the large-scale and inner-core characteristics of TCs and their interaction with the environment to derive the transport variables. Finally, it is worth noting that this method of using multiple possible exit points from an NP can be directly used to extend this method 720 in calculating MFPT for random spreads (i.e. branching random walks) such as fire propagation.
